Congratulations on the purchase of your

AADMOUNT

TM

Flip Up Scope Caps

Installing your AADMOUNTTM Flip Up Caps to your scope:
While the use of our Flip Up Caps is pretty self-explanatory, here are a few tips to help ensure you have the best
experience possible:
These caps may be very tight. It may take a substantial amount of force to get them on all the way. The easiest
way to get them on is to push them straight on, alternating between the top of the cover and the bottom of the
cover.

Twisting does not work very well with these caps. If you do twist these caps while installing or removing them
from the scope, we recommend you only do so in the clockwise direction—especially on the objective end of the
scope. This ensures you will not inadvertently unscrew the retaining ring that secures the objective lens in the
scope. While these are never supposed to unscrew, some scope manufacturers do not glue them as securely as
they should.

Likewise, removal is much the same. Pull the cap straight off, alternating between the top and the bottom. You
can use the open lid to aid pulling from the top (don’t worry, you won’t break it).

If you find the operation of our Flip Up Caps too noisy, apply the included foam rubber strips to the lid bumper
area of the caps. While the integral plastic bumper alone quiets them down enough for general use for most
people, hunters and those participating in sensitive tactical operations where stealth is of the utmost importance
will find the addition of the foam rubber strips silences them nicely. Replacement foam rubber strips are
available from our website for free.

Enjoy your AADMOUNT Flip Up Caps. Remember our 100% Satisfactions Guarantee: If you are unhappy
with your AADMOUNT Caps in any way, for any reason, simply return them for a full refund.
Also remember our Lifetime Warranty: If you break your AADMOUNT Caps, no matter how you did it,
simply return them for a replacement set. You don't need a receipt, you don't need to be the original owner and
the damage can be your fault. It matters not, we'll take care of you.
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